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Executive summary 

This document is a Microsoft Word file which corresponds to the template of the LfE deliverables. This 
is the manual report of the deliverable D5.4a Learning from the Extremes Community Platform. The 
deliverable is a DEC type deliverable (Software) which corresponds to the development of the LFE 
Community Portal (here https://www.schoolofthefuture.eu/en/community/learning-extremes-
international). This document is the manual of the LFE Community Platform which illustrates and 
presents the main functionalities and the provided services to its users.  

 
  

https://www.schoolofthefuture.eu/en/community/learning-extremes-international
https://www.schoolofthefuture.eu/en/community/learning-extremes-international
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Purpose of the document  

This deliverable highlights the work done in WP5 primarily on the design and implementation of the 
LFE Community Portal (Task 5.2). The LFE Community Platform will be based on the School of the 
Future Portal and more specifically under the OSOS Portal to exploit: 

i) the functionalities developed during OSOS projects 
ii) the large network of users and registered schools and  
iii) the available educational material under various users, communities, schools, and projects.  

The LFE Community Platform aims to provide an infrastructure which will integrate and the LFE project 
is designed and implemented utilizing the infrastructure and the services provided by the OSOS portal 
and extend them properly to support the needs of the project with other functionalities, such as the 
good practices methodology. More precisely, this document presents the design specifications of the 
LFE Community, the actors and use cases that implement the desired functionality, the projects and 
the good practices used to promote and support the rural schools, the entities, and their relation and 
finally the tools that are provided for the online support of the rural schools. 

 

1.2 Audience 

This document targets all the partners of the project including mainly: 

I. the partners that contribute to the other Tasks of the WP5, more specifically our collaborators 
under T5.1 which the community building mechanism, the partners developing the tools and 
the services of the rural schools  

II. the teacher and school managers of the Portal which will be able to find all the features in one 
common space, acting as a manual of the LFE Community Portal  

III. the Dissemination team (WP7) that can take advantage from the promotion and 
communication mechanisms of the portal so to better promote the project’s results and feed 
the implementations of the project that are presented in the project website with best 
practices and special cases developed by the Teachers in the portal too 

IV. the impact assessment team (WP7) that can take direct feedback for the use of LFE Community 
Platform and examine the needs and specifications of integration of the Platform with the rest 
portal services under the other projects (e.g., OSOS, SALL, ISE etc.) as well 

V. the partners that produce the Good Practices  of the project that can act as a mapping for the 
implementation activities and the projects stemming from the Open Calls targeting to address 
the problems of the modern rural schools.  

 

1.3 Document Structure  

This deliverable includes the following chapters: 

CHAPTER 1: The introduction of the deliverable, including the target audience.  

CHAPTER 2: This chapter in-detail describers the LFE Community Platform infrastructure, the 
architecture of the Platform the mockup designs and most importantly the most important features 
and functionalities. Moreover, This chapter thoroughly presents all the engaged actors in the project 
and in the LFE Community Platform and the possible and most important user scenarios.  

CHAPTER 3: This chapter demonstrated the online support to the users from the administration team 

CHAPTER 4: The final part of the deliverable is the conclusion of the deliverable.  
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2 The LFE Community Platform 

2.1 School of the future Infrastructure and architecture  

The LFE Community Platform is presented in the diagram below and presents all the individual parts 
that are established in both the development and the production environment and the integration 
with School of the Future and OSOS services respectively. The implementation of the LFE Community 
Platform was based and developed with the latest version of Drupal which is version 10. Drupal is 
content management software (CMS)1. It's used to make many of the websites and applications users 
use every day, is very user-friendly and has great standard features, like easy content authoring, 
reliable performance, and excellent security. On top of that, modularity is one of its core principles 
which allows to design your architecture in modules and develop the functionalities of the portal in 
parallel where different development teams worked in different modules in the development 
environment and then integrated them and release them in the production environment. Its tools help 
you build the versatile, structured content that dynamic web experiences need. 

The Drupal project is open-source software available for everyone interested – which is very aligned 
with EU’s open-source digital strategy2. Anyone can download, use, work on, and share it with others. 
It's built on principles like collaboration, globalism, and innovation. It's distributed under the terms of 
the GNU General Public License3 (GPL). The development team of Drupal claims that the pricing 
strategy will never change, which was also one of the reasons to utilize this CMS tool.  

The development environment is used for the implementation, testing, validation, and release of the 
individual features / services of the portal and the replying software upgrades as well. The production 
environment hosts the live version of the portal that is public and accessible through the 
http://portal.opendiscoveryspace.eu/ise. The architecture follows the layered approach, including 
dedicated VMs for: 

 The application layer is the foundation upon which all services are built and made available to 
users, including the frontend portal services and the Search Engine (Solr) for educational 
materials. 

 The repository layer hosts all the portal's data, as well as customized VMs for: user and portal 
service data, vocabularies used in the portal, data acquired through analytics, and backup files. 

 The communication layer manages all communication across infrastructure components, as 
well as interaction and information exchange with "integrated" tools and services and third-
party portals/repositories/applications. 

 The security layer consists of a Reverse Proxy that handles "client" requests and routes them 
to the appropriate backend server and updated with all the latest security updates from the 
Drupal and the Security advisories for the Drupal core too. 

                                                           
1 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Content_management_system  

2 https://commission.europa.eu/publications/european-commission-digital-strategy_en  

3 https://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl-3.0.html  

http://portal.opendiscoveryspace.eu/ise
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Content_management_system
https://commission.europa.eu/publications/european-commission-digital-strategy_en
https://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl-3.0.html
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Figure 1: LFE high level architecture 

Regarding the security and privacy issues for the interacting users with the platform, these are covered 
from various aspects and levels throughout all levels of portal’s infrastructure and platform including: 
 

 Platform: This level focuses on providing customers with seamless access to the separate 
components of the portal services, as well as supporting and developing the service in a 
sophisticated and secure way. 

 Service / sub-system: This degree of security pertains to the platform's distributed 
authorisation and auditing procedures, and it provides for regulated access and user advice on 
the accessible services. 

 Entities organization: This level provides the controlled access and follows the privacy 
mechanisms on Schools, teachers and communities / groups data that are ensured by the 
organization of the relations among these entities. These levels of organization are totally 
respected by the implementation and provision of the relevant services and navigation of the 
users throughout the portal. 

 Community-based: Due to the collaborative nature of the services provided through the grow 
of extended community networks, privacy settings are supported also at community level, in 
order to protect the privacy settings, set by the community managers on the users’ activities 
and content developed under the communities. The “open” and “private” modes are 
established as options and respected in all levels of presentation and access of the 
communities’ content. 

 Users’ profile-based: The users / entities that are registered and profiled to the portal manage 
the partially access on their personal / public data based on their preferences and self-defined 
restrictions 

 Content contextual description & IPRs: Access on the individual educational resources, tools 
and other content provided in the portal follow and cover the IPRs set by their authors / 
creators, as these are set using the contextual descriptions of them. 
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2.2 LFE Community platform functionalities  

2.2.1.1 LFE School’s Map 

The Innovation Map of Rural Schools of EU is a map depicting all the rural schools participating in the 
project and more specifically taking part in the Open Calls and implementing funded initiatives from 
the resources provided by the LFE. The Innovation Map of Rural Schools is in-detail described in D5.4a 

 

Figure 2: Rural Schools Innovation Map 

 

2.2.2 The School’s Square 

The Schools Square in the Community Platform is the place where schools stakeholders can find the 
Good Practices generated by the National Coordinators of the project and create on top of them 
interesting and innovative projects.  

The Good Practices consists of the following information:  

 The Dimension of the good practice which indicates the sector include and the high-level vision of 

the good practice.  

 The Stakeholders involved, which showcases the beneficiaries of this good practice 

 The Main Challenge of the good practice which very briefly describes the problem statement and 

the reason behind the implementation and creation of this particular good practice. 

 The Action and Initiatives which depicts the plan to respond and resolve the above challenge.  

 The Main Change/ Improvement and Impact of the good practice. This section highlights what has 

been improved after the implementation of the good practice and what was the impact to the 

stakeholders.  

 More information to find extra information about the good practice in free text form. 

 The schools that have already implemented the good practice in the timeframe of LFE project.  
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Figure 3: Example of a Good Practice 

 

Furthermore, the Library is available through the schools square where the user may find all the 
educational resources created under the LFE project.  The educational could be potentially, among 
others, a document (such as a pdf or word file), a training or educational video, a PowerPoint or even 
a recording, photos etc. The Community Platform has some limitations with respect to the size of the 
content; the maximum size of each file cannot exceed 25 MB.  

Moreover, under the schools square the user may find the results of the Open Calls of the project 
which will allow him to identify schools with relevant projects and enable collaboration between rural 
schools and the Self-Reflection tool which is utilized for the assessment of the school’s current status.   

 

2.2.3 LFE Communities 

The Communities of LFE are distinguished based on: 

i) the basic and core Community and  
ii) the individual National Communities created by the National Coordinator 

On top of the centralized incubator, which is the main LFE Community of the project, the teachers 
created Local and National Communities to facilitate the needs of the rural schools that has been 
assigned to them. The barrier and the reasoning behind this are that teachers in rural schools 
across EU, may not be proficient at all in English and they requested to translate the Community 
and all its functionalities to their native language. The National Coordinators of the project are 
responsible for translating, creating and maintaining the local communities. For example, Figure 
44 depicts some Communities created for the Italian, Romanian and Finnish teachers respectively. 
The Community Platform is a multilingual Portal, which supports the translation of its content to 
all the native languages of the individual partners and even few more languages largely adopted 
across the world.  
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Figure 4: Main and National Communities 

 

2.2.4 Authoring tools – how to create projects.  

The authorized users to create a project are only the teacher, the school managers and the 
administrator. Teachers play the most prominent role in creating projects, since they have created 
more than 95% of the total projects in the Community Platform so far. In this section, we will 
demonstrate the workflow to create a project under the LFE Community, which will be available to all 
the actors under the community to see it, clone it (copy it and use it for their own students) and edit 
it according to their needs.  

The following graphic depicts the processes taken by both Teachers and Students during the process 
of creating and publishing new Projects utilizing the LFE Community. Because a Project is launched by 
a Teacher, there is ongoing interaction between the Teacher and the Students until the Project may 
be regarded finished and presented to the LFE wider community. 
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Figure 5: Teachers – Students interaction for creating a new Project 

 

 

Through the OSOS Incubators the Students have the possibility of interacting with their Teachers 
during the editing of the Project ang get the necessary guidelines and feedback until the Project will 
be published. 

 

 

Figure 6: Create a Project Workflow 1/4 
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Figure 7: Create a Project Workflow 2/4 

 

 

 

Figure 8: Create a Project Workflow 3/4 

 

 

 

Figure 9: Create a Project Workflow 4/4 
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2.2.5 Management of LFE news in the Platform 

The LFE Community Platform provides the possibility to read, edit and add news of the project and 
highlights of the Community in a regular basis. From the news section the user may read all the latest 
updates related to the project and find the best paradigms to follow, such as best highlight projects to 
copy etc.  

 

Figure 10: Reel of the News and Announcements in the Portal 

 

 

 

Figure 11: Add news or highlights 
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2.2.6 User profile – My area in LFE Community 

The LFE Community Platform provides various functionalities, most of them can be found under the 
user profile page (My area). The user for UI/UX purposes can find most of his available under one 
common page to avoid confusion and make all services directly available and easy to find. The users of 
the Community are mostly teachers and in LFE are mostly teachers in rural and remote areas of EU, 
without the sufficient digital literacy in some cases. Thus, the design team of LFE Community took that 
into serious consideration and managed to design and develop the Community Platform in the most 
user-friendly way possible.  

The “My area” space provides the following functionalities always according to the user profile in the 
Portal and authorization. For example, as we previously mentioned projects can be created only by 
teachers, school managers and the administrator, so in case users are simple visitors then they will not 
have access to the button “Create a project”. The figure below depicts the available services under the 
profile of an administrator (who can access all the functionalities) in order to better showcase 
everything.  

 

 

Figure 12: The "My area" of an admin user 
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2.3 Actors and user scenarios  

 

On this section, are presented all Actors and Use Cases that are meet in the LfE platform. Moreover, 
the differences between users and their rights may be found on this category, and the usability 
scenarios as well. 

 

2.3.1 LfE actors 

This paragraph presents the actors’ specifications along with the actions that each user will be able to 
perform while visiting LfE platform. It is mentioned that in some cases the users might have more than 
one role e.g., a Teacher might also be a National Coordinator. Thus, Actors will be able to create their 
own community in the portal. 

Actor Administrator 

Actor ID ACTLFE1 

Description This Actor has full access in the portal content and services. Only a few people 
are assigned with this role, and they are responsible for the administration of 
LfE portal and the support of all users. 

Actions  Manage portal content (Communities, Schools, Projects, Accelerators, 
Training Opportunities, Good practices, Resources etc.) 

 Manage portal users’ registrations and memberships 

 Manage training activities 

 Manage / export analytics 

 

Actor National coordinator 

Actor ID ACTLFE2 

Description National Coordinators are mainly responsible for Schools’ registration and 
management. This role is assigned by the administrator of the portal to specific 
number of users only. 

Actions  Manage portal content (Communities, Schools, Projects, Accelerators, 
Training Opportunities, Good practices, Resources etc.) 

 Add schools on the rural schools’ map 

 Set School Manager for schools that National Coordinators register 

 

Actor School manager 

Actor ID ACTLFE3 

Description For this Actor, the role is assigned by the National Coordinators. This user is 
responsible for managing only those Schools that the School Managers are 
assigned to. 

Action(s)  Update School’s profile  

 Create new communities under Schools 

 

Actor Teacher 

Actor ID ACTLFE4 

Description Teachers are regular registered users in the portal, who are able to create 
communities under the School that they are registered in. Also, they initiate 
new Projects and/or Good Practices and they collaborate with their students 
for the finalization and presentation of their Projects/ Good Practices. 
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Teachers can also follow personalized Training Activities that are shared on the 
portal. 

Action(s)  Create / join a Community 

 Create / update / share Projects 

 Copy existing projects  

 Share new project with students 

 Follow / access Project within the Community 

 Share / rate / bookmark / comment portal content 

 Make connections with other users of the portal 

 Exchange messages with the connected users and the members of the 
community(ies) they are enrolled in through emails and through the wall 
of the respective community 

 

Actor Visitor 

Actor ID ACTLFE5 

Description Visitors are all those users that will browse the LfE platform without logging in. 
Thus, they have the minimum rights, such as view only LfE portal’s content.  

Action(s)  View content (LfE platform content like communities/ schools/ projects) 

 Download accelerators 

 Communicate with LfE platform support team 

  



 

Below you may find an aggregated table with all Actors roles and rights. 

 

 
Administrator 

National 
Coordinator 

School Manager Teacher Visitor 

Register on the platform V V V V V 

Join LfE Community V V V V V 

Communities Join 
Create 

Edit 
Delete 

Join 
Create 

Edit 
Delete 

Join 
Create 

Edit 
Delete 

Join 
Create 

Edit 
Delete 

View only 

School 
Join 

Create 
Edit 

Delete 

Join 
Create 

Edit 
Delete 

Set school managers 

Join 
Create 

Edit 
Delete 

Join 
Create 

View only 

Project Join 
Create 

Edit 
Delete 
Share 

Join 
Create 

Edit 
Delete 
Share 

Join 
Create 

Edit 
Delete 
Share 

Join 
Create 

Edit 
Delete 
Share 

View only 

Accelerator Join 
Create 

Edit 
Delete 
Share 

Join 
Create 

Edit 
Delete 
Share 

Join 
Create 

Edit 
Delete 
Share 

Join 
Create 

Edit 
Delete 
Share 

View only 

Training Opportunities Join 
Create 

Edit 
Delete 

Join 
Create 

Edit 
Delete 

View only View only View only 
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Good practices Create 
Edit 

Delete 

Create 
Edit 

Delete 

Create 
Edit 

Delete 

Create 
Edit 

Delete 
View only 

Events Create 
Edit 

Delete 

Create 
Edit 

Delete 

Create 
Edit 

Delete 

Create 
Edit 

Delete 
View only 

Manage portal content V     

Manage portal users’ registrations and memberships V     

Manage / export analytics V     

Share / rate / bookmark / comment portal content    V  

Make connections with other users of the portal    V  

Exchange messages with the connected users and the 
members of the community(ies) they are enrolled in 

   V  

Communicate with LfE platform support team V V V V V 

  



2.3.1 LfE user scenarios 

Here is the section, where use cases supporting the LfE platform are presented in detail. 

More specific, the actions users (based on their role) may proceed with are the following: 

1. Register as a user in LfE portal  
2. Register a School  
3. Search for a School 
4. Add a School in rural map of LfE  
5. Search for a Community  
6. Add a Community 
7. Join a Community 
8. Leave a Community 
9. Add a Project  
10. Search for a Project 
11. Add a new Accelerator  
12. Search for an Accelerator 
13. Add a New or Announcement 
14. Search for a New or Announcement 
15. Add a Training Opportunity  
16. Search for a Training Opportunity  
17. Add a new Good Practice  
18. Search for a Good Practice  
19. Search for an Event  
20. Add an Event  

 

 

Use Case Name Register in LfE portal 

Use Case ID UC1 

Actors National Coordinators, School Managers, Teachers, Visitors 

Precondition none 

Post condition The user is registered to the LfE platform 

Brief Description In order to register, actors have to visit the LfE portal 
(https://www.schoolofthefuture.eu/en/lfe ) and then proceed with the 
registration through it. Then, users have to provide the necessary information 
regarding their account and personal details. After completing all the required 
fields, a request for approval is sent to the Portal Administrator. Also, the user 
receives an email to ensure that a request for signing up to LfE platform has 
been submitted. As soon as the Portal Administrator accepts user’s registration 
request, another notification email is forwarded to Actors with information 
concerning their account activation, credentials details (username and 
password) and a prompt message for changing user’s password. Both emails 
to the new user are sent from the email no-reply@schoolofthefuture.eu with 
sender’s name “School of the future”, so we advised Actors to check their spam 
mails as well.  

https://www.schoolofthefuture.eu/en/lfe
mailto:no-reply@schoolofthefuture.eu
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Activity Diagram 

 

 

Use Case Name Add a School in LfE portal 

Use Case ID UC2 

Actors National Coordinators, School Managers 

Preconditions Actors must have an account in LfE portal and the corresponding rights too 

Post condition The user creates a new School to LfE platform 

Brief Description Actors with corresponding rights want to create a new school profile on LfE 
platform. Actors need to register to LfE platform. Then, Actors need to visit 
their profile. On the new page that will be uploaded, the Actor has to choose 
the button “Register a School” on the right side of upper section (above the 
fold). Then, a new webpage will appear, where the Actor must complete all the 
necessary information about the new school. In the middle of new school’s 
submission form, there is an option about the EU project that the school will 
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belong to. There, the Actor must choose the option “OSOS”. In case the school 
belongs to “LfE’s rural schools”, the Actor needs to activate the button under 
the “EU project” field, with the nametag “Belongs to LfE”. Please note that this 
option should be activated only for LfE rural schools, which means that only 
schools that will receive EU funds for their proposals’ implementation should 
have this option activated. As soon as the Actor completes and review the 
mandatory fields, the Actor can complete the submission of the new school, 
after choosing the button “Create School and become a member”. The 
completion of new school’s register will be completed and the Actor will be 
transferred to new school’s profile on LfE platform. 

Activity Diagram 
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Use Case Name Search for a School in LfE portal 

Use Case ID UC3 

Actors All users 

Precondition None 

Post condition The user finds a school on LfE platform 

Brief Description Actors visit LfE platform. Then, the user selects “Schools” on the top of the 
webpage. On the new webpage that will appear, the Actor can find all the 
registered Schools. Since registered Schools are many, it is possible for the user 
to search for a specific School based on 3 main criteria. Those criteria are the 
“Title”, the “Country” and the kind of sorting users prefer. After adding the 
necessary information on criteria’s fields, the Actor select Search and the 
results that match with user’s preferences appear on the results webpage. It is 
not mandatory to complete all those filters, but the more criteria you select, 
the more accurate your result will be.  Please note, that the process is the same 
either the user is logged in the platform, or not. 

Activity Diagram 
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Use Case Name Add a School on the rural schools’ map of LfE portal 

Use Case ID UC4 

Actors National Coordinators and/or School Managers 

Preconditions Actors must have an account in LfE portal and the corresponding rights too 

Post condition The user adds a (new) school to the rural map of LfE platform 

Brief Description Actors with corresponding rights need to create the profile of the school that 
will be added on the rural schools’ map (see UC2). If the school has already 
been registered in LfE platform, the user has to find it first (see UC3). After 
finding the right school, the Actor select “Edit” from the main menu of School’s 
profile. On the editor that appears the user can find all the information that 
are related with this school. In the middle of the editor and almost under the 
option “EU project” that the school participates in, there is a button regarding 
the relation of the school with LfE program. If the school is one of the rural 
schools and the Actor wants this school to be marked to rural schools’ map, 
then this button should be activated. After making all the changes the user 
wants, it is necessary to select “Save” to update the profile of the school. We 
should note that National Coordinators should edit only schools of their area(s) 
of coordination and not to proceed with changes on schools’ profiles that are 
not on their competences.  

Activity Diagram 

 

 

 

Use Case Name Search for a Community in LfE portal 

Use Case ID UC5 

Actors All users  

Precondition None 

Post condition The user finds a Community of LfE platform 

Brief Description Actors visit LfE platform. Then, the user selects “Communities” on the top of 
the webpage. On the new webpage that will appear, the Actor can find all the 
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registered Communities. Since the registered Communities are many, it is 
possible for the user to search for a specific community based on 4 main 
criteria. Those criteria are the “Title”, the “Thematic Area”, the “Country” and 
the kind of sorting users prefer. After adding the necessary information on 
criteria’s fields, the Actor select Search and the results that match with user’s 
preferences appear on the results webpage. It is not mandatory to complete 
all those filters, but the more criteria you select, the more accurate your result 
will be.  Please note, that the process is the same either the user is logged in 
the platform, or not. 

Activity Diagram 

 

 

 

Use Case Name Add a Community in LfE portal 

Use Case ID UC6 

Actors National Coordinators, School Managers, Teachers 

Preconditions Actors must have an account in LfE portal and the corresponding rights too 

Post condition The user creates a new Community to LfE platform 

Brief Description Actors with corresponding rights want to create a new Community on LfE 
platform. Actors need to register in LfE platform and visit their profile. On the 
new page that will be uploaded, the Actor has to choose the “Register a 
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Community” button on the right side of upper section (above the fold). Then a 
new webpage will appear, where the Actor must complete all the necessary 
information about the new Community. In the middle of new Community’s 
submission form, there is an option about the EU project that the Community 
belongs to. There the Actor must choose the option “OSOS”. As a next step, 
the Actor needs to activate both options regarding the status of this 
community under the field with the following text “Unpublishing the 
community will make it unavailable to you and all other users.” The first option 
refers to the published status of the community and the second one to the LfE 
community. In order the community to be visible to every user of the platform, 
it is mandatory that both options to be activated. As soon as the Actor 
completes and review the mandatory fields, the user can complete the 
submission of the new Community, after choosing the button “Create 
Community and become a member”. The completion of new Community’s 
register has been completed and the Actor will be transferred to the new 
Community’s profile on LfE portal. 

Activity Diagram 
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Use Case Name Join a community in LfE portal 

Use Case ID UC7 

Actors All users may join a community 

Precondition Actors must have an account in LfE portal  

Post condition The user joins a Community of LfE platform 

Brief Description Actors with an LfE account want to join a Community of LfE platform. Actors 
need to register to LfE platform. Next the Actor has to choose “Communities” 
from the icon on the top of the website and then search for the Community 
that the user is interested in joining. As a next step, the Actor needs to visit the 
Community’s webpage on LfE portal where the user can find the name, the 
description and basic information about the Community. Under the name of 
the Community and on the right side of the webpage, the user can find the 
green button “Join” which leads to a new page where the Actor should confirm 
that wants to join the Community by selecting the “Join group” button. Lastly, 
the Actor can visit “Members” tab under the name of the joined group to 
confirm that Actor’s name is listed on Community’s members’ list.  

Activity Diagram 

 

 

 

Use Case Name Leave a community in LfE portal 

Use Case ID UC8 

Actors Any enrolled user may leave a community 

Preconditions Actors must have an account in LfE portal and already be member of a 
Community that want to leave 

Post condition The user leaves a Community of LfE platform 

Brief Description Actors with an LfE account want to leave a Community of LfE platform. Actors 
need to register to LfE platform and then visit their profile. Next, the Actor has 
to choose “Communities” from the green menu bar on the middle of the 
website. As a result, a new page will appear with all those Communities the 
user participates in. Then the user needs to select the Community that wants 
to leave and on the new page that will appear, the green button on the right 
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side in the middle of the webpage shows the status of Actor’s relation with the 
Community. In our case, the button shows “Joined” as present status. Thus, 
the user needs to select it and then choose “Leave group” and confirm leaving 
the Community by selecting the green button “Leave group” on the next page 
that will appear to the user. Lastly, users can select again their account and 
when visiting the Communities of current user (tab “Communities), they can 
confirm that they successfully left the Community. This happens as long as the 
removed Community is not listed on Actor’s Communities’ list. 
 

Activity Diagram 

 

 

 

Use Case Name Add a Project in LfE portal 

Use Case ID UC9 

Actors National Coordinators, School Managers, Teachers 

Preconditions Actors must have an account in LfE portal, the corresponding rights too and be 
member of the School under which the new Project will be listed 

Post condition The user creates a new Project to LfE platform 

Brief Description Actors with corresponding rights want to create a new Project on LfE platform. 
Actors need to register to LfE platform and then visit their profile. On the new 
page that will be uploaded, the Actor has to choose the “Register a Project” 
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button on the right side of upper section (above the fold). Then a new webpage 
will appear, where the Actor must choose the School that initial implement the 
project and under that School the new Project will accordingly be listed. Next, 
a new page will appear where the Actor has to complete all the necessary 
information about the new Project. On the field “Associated Communities” the 
Actor should choose the Community under which the project will be located. 
In our case the preferred selection here is “Learning from the Extremes 
International”. At the end of new Project’s submission form, there is an option 
about the EU project that the community belongs to. There, the Actor must 
write “OSOS”. While spelling the word “OSOS”, a drop-down menu will appear 
with this selection. As soon as the Actor completes and review the mandatory 
fields, the Actor can complete the submission of the new Project, after 
choosing the blue button “SAVE” on the top right corner of this page. The 
completion of new projects register has been completed and the Actor will be 
transferred to new project’s profile on LfE platform. 

Activity Diagram 
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Use Case Name Search for a Project in LfE portal 

Use Case ID UC10 

Actors All users 

Precondition None 

Post condition The user finds a Project of LfE platform 

Brief Description Actors visit LfE platform. Then, the user select “Projects” on the top of the 
webpage. On the new webpage that will appear, the Actor can find all the 
registered Projects. Since the registered Projects are many, it is possible for the 
user to search for a specific community based on 4 main criteria. Those criteria 
are the “Title”, the “Thematic Area”, the “Community” and the “Language”. 
After adding the necessary information on criteria’s fields, the Actor select 
Search and the results that match with users’ preferences appear on the results 
webpage. It is not mandatory to complete all those filters, but the more criteria 
you select, the more accurate your result will be.  Please note, that the process 
is the same either the user is logged in the platform, or not. 

Activity Diagram 
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Use Case Name Add an Accelerator in LfE portal 

Use Case ID UC11 

Actors National Coordinators 

Preconditions Actors must have an account in LfE portal and the corresponding rights too 

Post condition The user creates a new Accelerator to LfE platform 

Brief Description Actors with corresponding rights want to create a new Accelerator on LfE 
platform. Actors need to register to LfE platform and then visit their profile. On 
the new page that will be uploaded, the Actor has to choose the “Register an 
Accelerator” button on the right side of upper section (above the fold). Then a 
new page will appear where the Actor has to complete all the necessary 
information about the new accelerator. On the field “Associated Communities” 
the Actor should choose the Community under which the project will be 
located. In our case the preferred selection here is “Learning from the 
Extremes International”. At the end of new project’s submission form, there is 
an option about the EU project that the Community belongs to. There the Actor 
must write “OSOS”. While spelling the word “OSOS”, a drop-down menu will 
appear with this selection. It is recommended to provide information not only 
regarding Project’s description (1st tab of new accelerators creation form), but 
for the remaining tabs that are based on the Design Thinking process. Those 
tabs may be found on the right side of “Project” with the following nametags: 
“Feel”, “Imagine”, “Create” and “Share”. As soon as the Actor completes and 
review the mandatory fields, the Actor can complete the submission of the 
new Accelerator, after choosing the green button “SAVE” on the bottom left 
corner of this page, after ensuring that “Published” field is activated. The 
completion of new Accelerator register has been completed and the Actor will 
be transferred to new Accelerator’s profile on LfE platform. 
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Activity Diagram 

 

 

 

Use Case Name Search for an Accelerator in LfE portal 

Use Case ID UC12 

Actors All users 

Precondition None 

Post conditions The user finds an Accelerator of LfE platform 

Brief Description Actors visit LfE platform. Then, the user selects “Accelerators” on the top of 
the webpage. On the new webpage that will appear, the Actor can find all the 
registered Accelerators. Since the Accelerators are many, it is possible for the 
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user to search for a specific community based on 3 main criteria. Those criteria 
are the “Title”, the “Thematic Area” and the “Language”. After adding the 
necessary information on criteria’s fields, the Actor select Search and the 
results that match with users’ preferences appear on the results webpage. It is 
not mandatory to complete all those filters, but the more criteria you select, 
the more accurate your result will be.  Please note, that the process is the same 
either the user is logged in the platform, or not. 

Activity Diagram 
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Use Case Name Add News or/and Announcements in LfE portal 

Use Case ID UC13 

Actors National Coordinators 

Preconditions Actors must have an account in LfE portal and the corresponding rights too 

Post condition The user creates News or/and Announcements to LfE platform 

Brief Description Actors with corresponding rights want to create a new post with News or/and 
Announcement on LfE platform. Actors need to register to LfE platform and go 
to LfE platform home page. Then the Actor can find on the middle of the main 
space of the webpage a carousel with the latest News and Announcements. 
After selecting one of those latest post, a new webpage will appear where the 
Actor should select “Click here for more news” which leads to LFE-News Page. 
There the user can find all the posted News and Announcements. Over the 
filters that appears on the middle of the webpage, the User can find the button 
“Add LFE news”. After selecting it, an editor window will be loaded, where the 
Actor can fill in all the mandatory information about the new post. As soon as 
the Actor completes and review the necessary fields, the Actor should activate 
the option “Published” and as a last step can complete the submission of the 
new post, after choosing the button “Save”. The completion of new post about 
News/ Announcements register has been completed and the Actor will be 
transferred to LfE platform home page. 

Activity Diagram 
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Use Case Name Search for News or an Announcement in LfE portal 

Use Case ID UC14 

Actors All users 

Precondition None 

Post condition The user searches for a New or an Announcement in LfE platform 

Brief Description Actors visit LfE platform homepage. On the middle of the main space of the 
webpage a carousel with the latest News and Announcements. The Actor can 
browse those latest Highlights by using the arrows on the left and right side of 
the carousel. After selecting one of those latest highlights, a new webpage will 
appear where the Actor should select “Click here for more news” which leads 
to LFE-News Page. There the user can find all the posted News and 
Announcements. Since the Actor is looking for a specific new or 
announcement, it is possible for the user to search for a specific community 
based on 3 main criteria. Those criteria are the “Title”, the “Category”, and the 
kind of sorting users prefer. After adding the necessary information on 
criteria’s fields, the Actor select Search and the results that match with users’ 
preferences appear on the results webpage. It is not mandatory to complete 
all those filters, but the more criteria you select, the more accurate your result 
will be.  Please note, that the process is the same whether the user is logged in 
the platform, or not. 

Activity Diagram 
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Use Case Name Add a Training Opportunity in LfE portal 

Use Case ID UC15 

Actors National Coordinators 

Preconditions Actors must have an account in LfE portal and the corresponding rights too 

Post condition The user creates a new Training Opportunity to LfE platform 

Brief Description Actors with corresponding rights want to create a new Training Opportunity 
entry on LfE platform. Actors need to register to LfE platform and then visit the 
home page of LfE portal. On the left side of the main LfE portal homepage and 
under portal’s menu, the user can find the “Teachers Square”. Then, the Actor 
choose the “Training Opportunity” option and a new website will be loaded 
with all the available Training Opportunities. Above the Training Opportunities’ 
filters, the Actor can find the button “Add a new Training Opportunity”. On the 
new webpage that will be loaded, the Actor needs to provide all the necessary 
information about the new Training Opportunity. As soon as the Actor 
completes and review the mandatory fields, the user should ensure that the 
“Published” option is activated and then can procced with the submission of 
the new Training Opportunity, after choosing the blue button “Save” on the 
top right corner of the editor. The completion of new Training Opportunity’s 
register has been completed and the Actor will be transferred to new school’s 
profile on LfE platform. 

Activity Diagram 
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Use Case Name Search for a Training Opportunity in LfE portal 

Use Case ID UC16 

Actors All users 

Precondition None 

Post condition The user searches for a Training Opportunity of LfE platform 

Brief Description Actors visit LfE platform homepage. On the left side of the main LfE portal 
homepage and under portal’s menu, the user can find the “Teachers Square”. 
Then the Actor choose the “Training Opportunity” option and a new website 
will be loaded with all the available Training Opportunities. Since the Training 
Opportunities are many, it is possible for the user to search for a specific 
community based on 4 main criteria. Those criteria are the “Title”, the 
“Category”, the “Language” and the “Topic”. After adding the necessary 
information on criteria’s fields, the Actor select Search and the results that 
match with users’ preferences appear on the results webpage. It is not 
mandatory to complete all those filters, but the more criteria you select, the 
more accurate your result will be.  Please note, that the process is the same 
whether the user is logged in the platform, or not. 

Activity Diagram 
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Use Case Name Add a Good Practice in LfE portal 

Use Case ID UC17 

Actors National Coordinators 

Preconditions Actors must have an account in LfE portal and the corresponding rights too 

Post condition The user creates a new Good Practice to LfE platform 

Brief Description Actors with corresponding rights want to create a new Training Opportunity 
entry on LfE platform. Actors need to register to LfE platform and then visit the 
home page of LfE portal. On the left side of the main LfE portal homepage and 
under portal’s menu, the user can find the “School Square”. Then the Actor 
choose the “Good Practice” option and a new website will be loaded with all 
the available Good Practices. Over Good Practices’ filters, the Actor can find 
the button “Add a new Good Practice”. On the new webpage that will be 
loaded, the Actor needs to provide all the necessary information about the 
new Good Practice. As soon as the Actor completes and review the mandatory 
fields, the user should ensure that the “Published” option is activated and then 
can procced with the submission of the new Good Practice, after choosing the 
blue button “Save” on the top right corner of the editor. The completion of 
new Good Practice register has been completed and the Actor will be 
transferred to new Good Practice profile on LfE platform. 

Activity Diagram 
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Use Case Name Search for a Good Practice on LfE portal 

Use Case ID UC18 

Actors All users 

Precondition None 

Post condition The user searches for a Good Practice on LfE platform 

Brief Description Actors visit LfE platform homepage. On the left side of the main LfE portal 
homepage and under portal’s menu, the user can find the “Schools Square”. 
Then the Actor choose the “Good Practices” option and a new website will be 
loaded with all the available Good Practices. Since the Good Practices are 
many, it is possible for the user to search for a specific community based on 4 
main criteria. Those criteria are the “Dimensions”, the “Stakeholders 
involved”, the “Category” and the order of the presented results. After adding 
the necessary information on criteria’s fields, the Actor select Search and the 
results that match with users’ preferences appear on the results webpage. It is 
not mandatory to complete all those filters, but the more criteria you select, 
the more accurate your result will be.  Please note, that the process is the same 
whether the user is logged in the platform, or not. 

Activity Diagram 
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Use Case Name Search for an Event in LfE portal 

Use Case ID UC19 

Actors All users 

Precondition None 

Post condition The user searches for an Event of LfE platform 

Brief Description Actors visit LfE platform homepage. On the middle of LfE portal homepage the 
user can find portal’s main menu, where stands the “Events” option. After 
selecting it, the Actor will be transferred to all events webpage and find future, 
and past Events. 

Activity Diagram 

 

 

 

 

Use Case Name Add a new Event in LfE portal 

Use Case ID UC20 

Actors National Coordinators, Teachers, School Managers 

Preconditions Actors must have an account in LfE portal and the corresponding rights too 

Post condition The user creates a new Event in LfE platform 

Brief Description Actors with corresponding rights want to create a new Event on LfE platform. 
Actors need to register to LfE platform and then visit their profile. On the new 
page that will be uploaded, the Actor has to choose the “Register an event” 
button. Next a new page with an editor will appear where the Actor has to 
complete all the necessary information about the new Event. On the field 
“Associated Communities” the Actor should choose the Community under 
which the project will be located. In our case the preferred selection here is 
“Learning from the Extremes International”. The same actions should be 
followed regarding the “Associated Schools” below. On the drop-down menu 
about the EU project that the new event should be listed, the user should 
choose “OSOS”. As soon as the Actor completes and review the mandatory 
fields, the Actor must activate the “Published” option and then can finalize the 
submission of the new Event, after choosing the button “SAVE” at the end of 
the page. The completion of the new event register has been completed and 
the Actor will be transferred to new project’s profile on LfE platform. 
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Activity Diagram 
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2.4 LFE Projects and Good Practices  

On this section you may find all the necessary information about LfE Projects and Good Practices. Also, 
the main differences of those two entities will be presented here. Let’s start with the definition of each 
entity. 
 
LfE Projects, as in-detail described in section 2.2.4, are activities proposed by Teachers, School 
Managers or National Coordinators and they are linked to Actors’ Schools. The main characteristics of 
each project are the following: 
 the Title 
 project’s description 
 the Thematic Area the project belongs to 
 the Language of project’s content 
 the Number of students’ that participated in the project  
 Students’ age 
 the Community that is associated with this project 
 the license level of the project 
 Project’s author contact information and 
 the EU project the activity belongs to (in our case OSOS option should be selected) 

 
Projects are helpful educational material, because Schools’ teachers can share their innovative ideas 
to the students and initiate a co-creative educational methodology, engaging more users in a more 
interactive way. Thus, new ideas worth spreading might act as solutions for Schools and their 
communities for bringing the gap between formal and informal learning opportunities. This happens 
while the opportunity of creating new spaces for personalization in different levels of School’s 
stakeholders will be widen at the same time. The experience from past projects’ exploitation that has 
been obtained already, will act as guide for Schools and Teachers to create well-structured and useful 
projects, so that students’ impact will be maximized. 
Accelerators are project templates created by the National Coordinators to allow the teachers to clone 
them and facilitate their work. The teacher may create a project from scratch or from an available 
accelerator.  
 
Good practices are appointed techniques that are already implemented by teachers and are uploaded 
on the portal through National Coordinators of LfE portal. The main characteristics of each Good 
Practice are the following: 
 
 the Title 
 the Language of Good Practice content 
 the Dimension of the Good Practice 
 the involved stakeholders 
 the description of Good Practice main challenge 
 the Action and Initiatives proposed by Good Practice’s author 
 the Impact, Change or Improvement after Good Practice’s implementation 
 Any further information that might be needed for Good Practice’s application 
 Any useful material for Good Practice’s completion 
 
The value of a Good Practice is that an already implemented methodology is proposed to Schools’ 
stakeholders for expanding their teaching techniques. Hence, teachers may try other teacher’s 
proposed Good Practices for enlarging their students’ interest through formal and informal learning 
practices. Moreover, teachers that tried any of those Good Practices, can share their experience and 
provide their feedback after implementing the Good Practice. 
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The main difference between a Project and a Good Practice is that on one hand, a Project constitutes 
an activity created by the Teacher for students and only the students are able to finalize it while on the 
other hand a Good Practice is a technique that a teacher may use for expanding the knowledge transfer 
about a topic to students. Another difference is that Projects can be generated and uploaded to LfE 
portal from Teachers, School Managers or National Coordinators, whereas Good Practices are 
registered on LfE platform from National Coordinators only. 

 

2.5 LFE Content  

 

In this section you may find all the available categories LfE portal categories. Moreover, here you may 
find a description of those content categories and their relations among other content entities they 
are related to. Thus, the reader may understand except from the meaning of each entity, the structure 
of the portal and its breakdown as well. 

 
 



2.5.1 LfE entities & their relations 

This is the paragraph where the relations of LfE portal entities are presented. The following diagrams depict the horizontal bonds and connections between 
roles that users assigned for through the portal. Except from the relations between users, here are presented the basic actions and the rights each user has 
among them. 

 

Figure 13 LfE platform entities structure  
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Communities 

Communities in LfE portal are groups of entities with the same 
interest about a topic and constitute the main entity of LfE 
platform. The biggest Community of the platform is the LfE 
Community itself with the Title “Learning from the Extremes 
International”. The aim is that all entities related to LfE program, 
to be registered on this Community first. Those users that can 
create a community are National Coordinators, School Managers 
and Teachers. 

School 
Manager 

Is the Manager of a School who can create, edit or update the basic 
information regarding School’s profile. Also, the School Manager is 
the one that register other teachers on LfE Schools’ membership 
lists on the portal. 

Teacher 

This role refers to the Teachers that are registered in the platform. 
They can be placed under a School or not, based on the selection 
of Teacher’s preferences. We should mention that every teacher 
can belong to one school only. Teachers can create their own 
Communities, Projects, and Events on the portal. Also, after 
uploading their Project or Accelerator, they can share the relevant 
link with their students, to start working on it. For this action, no 
registration needed from Students side.  
In the portal Teachers might find useful information about Training 
Opportunities, Events and other LfE resources. 

Student 

Students are related with their Teacher  through their participation 
in the preparation of the Project shared by the teacher. Moreover, 
they can visit and browse through LfE platform as visitors (without 
signing up) and access portal’s Communities, Schools, Projects, 
Accelerators etc. 

National 
Coordinator 

One of the most important roles is the one regarding the National 
Coordinator. Actors with this role can create, edit, or update 
Schools’ and Communities’ profile. Their main role is to support the 
local schools through the Portal and guide all national educational 
activities. On the other hand, this is the only role that can indicate 
those schools that belong to Rural Schools’ Map.  
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n
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Schools 
Schools are that portal entity under which all the Projects’ and 
Accelerators’ content of LfE platform will be located. Every school 
has its own School Manager and its teachers. School entity might 
be created on the portal by the School Manager or by National 
Coordinators.  

Projects Projects are created by Teachers and will be listed under a specific 
school that the teacher belongs to at that time. Those projects 
could be shared later with students. 

Accelerators Accelerators are successful school activities that have been 
fortunately implemented. On this category, user can find useful 
information for each activity, based on the Design Thinking 
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methodology and download any helpful material needed for this 
activity’s completion. 

Teachers 
Square 

On this place are located useful information about the Wall, the 
Help Desk, and the Training Opportunities as well. Thus, platform’s 
basic information for Schools’ stakeholders about upskilling and 
reskilling are aggregated here. 

School Square Good practices, Library, Self- reflection, and Open Call Results may 
be found on this place. So, all the helpful material are collected 
here for Schools stakeholders’ convenience. 

Resources This place will host content that will be useful for platforms’ users 
regarding material such as portal’s guides, users’ basic actions 
walkthrough etc. 

Events Here are placed the upcoming and past events that LfE members 
upload. Those events might take place online or on site as well. 

News & 
Announcements 

Here are all the News and Announcements of LfE portal. On the 
carousel are presented the latest highlights where portal’s visitors 
can find the updated news and then can follow the relevant links 
in order to appear all the News and Announcements that have 
been uploaded on the platform. 

Wall Wall is a place where portal’s visitors can interact with LfE 
registered users. They can read other users’ posts and of course 
create their own posts. Moreover, users can comment on other 
users’ posts and subscribe to the “Wall” to get notifications about 
Wall’s activity. 

Training 
Opportunities 

On this place users can find all the training opportunities that 
National Coordinators upload. MooCs, Tutorials and Guidelines are 
some of the Training Opportunities a user can find here. 

Good Practices This is the place where National Coordinators upload useful Good 
Practices that might work as a food for thought for other LfE users. 
Except from the Dimension of a Good practice, an user can find 
here useful practices with reference to the stakeholder(s) that they 
are related to. 

Library Library is the place where useful material that does not belong to 
the previous content material categories is placed.  

Self- Reflection This is also known as SELFIE tool. An effective, systematic, and well-
documented mechanism that highlighted the successes and 
failures of the past that will constitute future’s targets. 
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3 Online Support 

The administrators of LFE project provide support and guidance every working day -Monday to Friday- 
from 09:00 CET to 17:00 CET to all LFE users. One of the most demanding tasks is the ad-hoc support 
to National Coordinators, school managers, students and obviously teachers. The latter group is often 
very poorly updated with respect to technology and in some cases the teachers require end-to-end 
guidance through the portal. By end-to-end support we are referring to simple tasks such as the 
registration to the portal as a user, up to more challenging Tasks such as the creation of a project or 
an accelerator. In general, it is crucial to have a dedicated admin / expert to support the users during 
the lifespan of the project.  

The rural schools of the project must implement some of the Good Practices, according to the received 
budget and the administrators support the registration of the schools in the portal, in the Good 
Practices and in the registration to the Innovation Map of LFE Rural Schools. 
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4 Conclusions 

In conclusion, the LFE Community Portal was developed to facilitate the pilots and the good practices 
of the project, to support in the smooth implementation of the open calls, to facilitate the involved 
authors and provide to them a centralized environment to collaborate and generate new ideas and 
most importantly to raise awareness and make a part of EU’s rural schools visible to the world and to 
each other.  

Users’ engagement with the Community Platform allows to all the actors to identify common 
collaboration opportunities and actions and directly connect to others with similar needs that are 
facing similar challenges. Thus, apart from the teachers of the rural schools, all users will be able to 
access Platforms content and expand their network through connecting with other schools’ 
stakeholders. This framework of collaboration leverages new synergies and aims to maximize the 
impact generated from the Open Calls of the project. A plethora of tools and functionalities are 
available to both the teachers and the National Coordinators to support the schools in this challenging 
effort.  

This is the first version of LFE’s Community Platform; greater Community building activities are about 
to follow in the upcoming months.  

 

 

 


